
Two-day Workshop  

 

Dialec c and Syllogis c 

 

Marion I, Mon 12 June 2023, 10:00-12:00 

“A Reconstruc on of the Rules for Dialec cal Bouts in Ancient Philosophy” 

  

In this first talk, I shall provide a set of rules for dialec cal bouts in Ancient Greece, cri cizing 
mainly Vlastos’ be er-known rival account. Key features of these rules will be inves gated, 
notably their reliance on the principle of non-contradic on, and fresh explana ons of features 
as Socrates’ avowals of ignorance and the ‘doxas c constraint’ in terms of these rules will be 
provided.  The key to this approach is to provide minimal rules for bouts, so that modifica ons 
and extensions over me, from the Elea cs onwards, can be plo ed. One such example is the 
addi on of a no counterexample rule, used first by Socrates in Plato’s dialogues, which stands 
at the origin of Aristotle’s dictum de omni. Finally, I shall briefly look at the dis nc on between 
‘dialec c’ in its role as a tool for philosophical inves ga on and ‘eris c’. 

 

Marion II, Tue 13 June, 10:00-12:00 

“Ancient Dialec c: Arguments and Strategies” 

  

In this second talk, I shall first focus on the interpreta on of arguments origina ng in dialec cal 
bouts, with Zeno’s arguments about mo on and the Sorites as examples. I shall argue that a 
proper reconstruc on of them leads to a new understanding, e.g., the point of Zeno’s 
argument was not to deny the existence of mo on, but to derive this absurd conclusion from 
premisses conceded by his opponent. The rela on of some uses of the Sorites to reduc o ad 
absurdum will be discussed. Secondly, I shall focus on the deployment of specific strategies 
that use dialec cal arguments, in par cular that of ‘arguing on both sides’. This will lead to an 
argument for the dialec cal origin of the Scep cs’ tools (their stock arguments including the 
Sorites) and their specific strategy for achieving ‘equality of contrary reasoning’. 

 

Doukas Kapantais, Mon 12 June 2023, 18:00-20:00 (part I),  

Tue 13 June 2023, 18:00-20:00 (part II) 

“Syllogis c and Metasyllogis c in the Prior Analy cs” 

 

The Prior Analy cs is a logical trea se. We can find in there the presenta on of a logical 
system: the Syllogis c. The Prior Analy cs is also a metalogical trea se. It raises ques ons and 
proves theorems about the Syllogis c. The niche in which these la er are stated and proved 
is a different system; it is the metatheory of the Syllogis c. Because tradi on lacked the 



conceptual and formal resources we now have, tradi on failed to realize, or at least failed to 
sufficiently elaborate and comment upon, the dis nc on between these two systems. Sharply 
dis nguishing between these two can help us to remove several worries tradi on 
diachronically has had against some of Aristotle’s claims in the Prior Analy cs, like cri cisms 
concerning “circular proofs”, proofs that ought to be formal while they are contentual, and 
“reduc on proofs” that are not reduc on proofs in the modern sense. For the same reasons, 
tradi on has failed to appreciate the extent to which the Topic’s agenda and the Prior Analy c’s 
agenda converge. 

 


